
d3con Conference
March 21st, 2023 MAIN STAGE

MAIN STAGE 08:30 Admission

The doors open at 8:30 am - so you can start networking over your first coffee or find
yourself a good seat.

MAIN STAGE 09:20 Opening

A short welcome from the organizer.

Nina Kress
d3con

Moderation:
Inken März
d3con Moderation

MAIN STAGE 09:30 Reckitt's journey to deliver advanced data driven media
activation

Discover how Reckitt has leveraged AI and machine learning to take personalized
media targeting to the next level and connect online and offline worlds.

Teresa Fusaro
Reckitt

MAIN STAGE 10:00 Successful transformation to data-based marketing using
the example of Deutsche Bahn

The 10-20-70 rule or why it is not enough to have a good concept and suitable IT
solutions.

Sven Hasselmann
Deutsche Bahn

MAIN STAGE 10:30 Coffee Break
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MAIN STAGE 11:00 Leading Advertisers Strategy

Leading advertisers report about their strategies and successes.

Ariane Gramsch
McDonald’s Deutschland

Niklas Hollaus
SIXT

Eva Heinrichs
Deutsche Telekom

Dirk Hohnberg
Fisherman's Friend

Tim Wiegels
FREE NOW

Moderation:
Ralf Scharnhorst
Scharnhorst Media, m42m

MAIN STAGE 11:45 Programmatic in the Metaverse

All brands want to join the so called metaverse – MTV with a metaverse experience for
VMAs, Mini with a miniverse. However, there are only a few metaverse applications
that exist so far. What kinds of challenges and opportunities are there for advertisers?

Alice Talotti
Meta

Constance Stein
Cosnova

Andreas Billker
Pringles DACH bei Kellogg

Matthias Reichert
Sport1

André Mendo
42Meta

Moderation:
Björn Radde
T-Systems International

MAIN STAGE 12:30 Lunch Break
 

MAIN STAGE 13:30 OWM-Panel
 

Nina Michahelles
google

Annaleena Kratz
Nestlé

Tim Nedden
Finc3 Commerce

Simon Zuschlag
GroupM

Moderation:
Karin Libowitzky
Accenture Song
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MAIN STAGE 14:15 B2B Advertisers Strategy

Leading B2B marketing managers demonstrate their strategies and marketing
technology setups.

Annette Brugger
T-Systems International

Mohamed Saleh
Ticketmaster Deutschland

Bianca Schilling
VELUX

Thorsten Meffert
DB Cargo

Swetlana Ernst
MediaMarktSaturn

Stefan Schulz
Brady

Moderation:
Leif Pellikan
BVDW

MAIN STAGE 15:00 Coffee Break
 

MAIN STAGE 15:30 Future digital customer experience

A good working and digital ordering process across all channels is one of the biggest
drivers of growth for brands. Burger King is not only digitalizing ordering processes
instore, but also via their app and website. Topics include: e-commerce in food/quick
service restaurants, using an app as a central channel, new and future customer
behavior, relevance of CRM and loyalty.

Julia Barsch
BURGER KING Deutschland

MAIN STAGE 16:00 Leading DOOH Advertisers

The leading DOOH advertisers reveal their tips and tricks. Which technologies do they
implement and which achievements have they already made from using them? What
does the setup for a succesful DOOH strategy need to look like? 

Sven Angel
REWE Group

Romea Diekmann
Thalia

Gerrit Janowski
PANORAMA3000

Berit Bretschneider
Bookbeat

Clas Eckholt
TUI Cruises

Moderation:
Lothar Krause
Opinary

MAIN STAGE 16:45 CTV meets Dynamic Creative Optimization
 

Jack Rodriguez
KFC

Erwin Senk
GroupM
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MAIN STAGE 17:00 Performance Marketing Pros

Leading performance marketers present their strategies and tech setups. In which
structures and channels and together with whom do successful performance marketers
work today?

Juliane Beyerle
MYLILY Organic Femcare

Astrid Linser
BEARS WITH BENEFITS

Stefan Dietzel
Libify Technologies

Matthias Drost
HUGO BOSS

Silke an Mey
Douglas

Tim Schmidt
dm Deutschland

Moderation:
Marcel Heuer
ANKOMM

MAIN STAGE 17:45 MAIN STAGE: Advertisers Day Speaker Awards Ceremony

The best speakers on our stages are to be honored. You decide which speakers you
found particularly inspiring, charismatic and innovative. At the end of the day, we will
honor the best speaker of the day on each stage. Voting takes place via our app.
Access is via your ticket code.
App-Download

MAIN STAGE 18:00 NETWORKING & DRINKS
 

MAIN STAGE 18:15 ADVERTISERS DAY BEERPONG TOURNAMENT powered by
adbility media

Sign up and win 2 Combo Tickets for d3con 2024
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d3con Conference
March 21st, 2023 STAGE II

STAGE II 10:00 Juice store marketing - true fruits

“We believe that for a brand, it is actually better to be loved by some and hated by
others. Everybody’s darling is also everybody’s asshole.” Nic Lecloux, Co-Founder &
CMO true fruits 

Nicolas Lecloux
true fruits

STAGE II 11:00 Winning E-Commerce with Digital Advertising

Since the beginning of 2022, e-commerce has rapidly grown, because its users have
learned to appreciate the efficiency and comfort of online shopping. Leading experts
speak about their challenges and solution approaches. Which advertising strategies
have they developed and which trends brought them to success? What does the future
of e-commerce look like?

Katrin Tubbesing
edding

Nils Schönburg
PAUL HEWITT

Sven Markschläger
Krombacher

Carl-Frederic Korn
Krüger-Dirndl

Johannes Montag
PICARD

Moderation:
Sabrina Kraft
Growth Specialist for E-Commerce

STAGE II 11:45 The Rise of Retail Media

Retail media is one of the most important categories for the future of programmatic
growth. Why is that and why should advertisers now rethink their ad spendings?

Jens Bargmann
Zalando Marketing Services

Jessica Koch
Douglas Marketing Solutions

Christian Leihner
Unilever

Patricia Grundmann
OBI First Media Group

Oliver Hanke
GloryFeel

Moderation:
Kolja Brosche
LiveRamp / SkillProjects
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STAGE II 13:30 It’s the final countdown (is it?)

While many agencies and advertisers might be relived, that Google has repeatedly
postponed the end of third-party cookies, it is still crucial to continue with making
progress and to be prepared for their removal as the cookie has already crumbled.
Which strategies should advertisers follow, in order to be optimally positioned?

Silke Reuter
femaktiv

Arnd Schröder
Verti Versicherung

Vanessa Streit
S-Communication Services

Bernd Fauser
Google

Maximilian Steudel
Dr. Oetker

Moderation:
Daniel Knapp
IAB Europe

STAGE II 14:15 Data Best Practice

Alongside a customer each, leading agencies present a case for how you can
successfully implement external targeting data for campaigns.

Alexander Schweigert
Bandel Automobiltechnik

Florian Hochmuth
Smarter Ecommerce

Megan Pöschel
RADWELT Coesfeld

Wolfgang Schilling
ad agents

Alexander Pelz
Rosental

Marc Weindinger
SCHEMA M

Moderation:
Ina Börner
NO DIRTY TALK

STAGE II 15:30 "UP-THE-HILL" is the new "OUT-OF-THE-BOX": Storytelling
as a success factor

Courageous, innovative, different: find out how SAP uses a storytelling approach and
360-degree activation to accompany customers with their cloud transformation and to
inspire them sustainably.

Christina Volk
SAP
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STAGE II 15:45 Agency managing directors panel

How do agencies have to define their role new today and which challenges and
chances does programmatic bring with itself for the relationships between agencies
and advertisers?

André Vieregge
SYZYGY

Diana Degraa
Initiative

Benjamin Bunte
pilot Agenturgruppe

Markus Kerken
OMD Germany

Nicole Ferguson
GroupM

Moderation:
Raoul Fischer
StoryWorks

STAGE II 16:30 From Commitments to Courage: Who’s Driving
Sustainability’s Second Act?

It’s safe to declare the first act of the sustainability movement in media and advertising
is over. Every major media and advertising company has acknowledged the need to
decarbonize and is planting a flag, announcing new goals, products, and services. The
narrative has been changed and the solutions have been defined. What remains is the
commitment to act in the face of uncertain times. Who are the advertisers, technology
platforms and publishers that are making moves? We’ll share the stories of the
leaders inspiring the next phase of the sustainability movement.

Anne Coghlan
Scope3

Moderation:
Eric Hall
Halls of ...

STAGE II 16:45 Programmatic Advertising Responsibility

What is the environmental footprint of programmatic advertising? Are we already
reducing or are we still compensating? Which measures have the largest impact and
how can we as an ecosystem contribute towards the future? A discussion about the
status quo and the future.

Sara Sihelnik
Quantcast

Claudia Schmidt
Media Impact

Sven Hasselmann
Deutsche Bahn

Matthias Brüll
Mediaplus Group

Moderation:
Eric Hall
Halls of ...

STAGE II 17:30 End STAGE ll
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d3con Conference
March 21st, 2023
MASTERCLASSES I

MASTERCLASSES I 10:00 Multi-Gyn. Tabulos intim – About purpose in the
pharmaceutical industry.

Let's talk about vaginal flora on social media: How successful content contributed to
more visibility and brand growth for the healthcare brand Multi-Gyn, and also
eliminating the taboo surrounding a topic that can affect almost every woman at least
once in her life. In the Masterclass, we address the topic of purpose in the
pharmaceutical industry.

Laura Lallié
mSix&Partners

MASTERCLASSES I 10:30 Performance and sustainability - can both be achieved at the
same time?

By 2040, around 14% of global emissions could be caused by communications
technology alone. Digital advertising plays a major role in this, as an average
programmatic campaign currently produces more than five tons of CO². This shows
how important sustainability is, but digital advertising must also achieve business goals
from a corporate perspective. Is this a contradiction? We say no and show why! In
MiQ's Masterclass, supported by EssenceMediacom, learn how together we can make
programmatic advertising more sustainable.

Nils Kopnarski
MiQ

Grigorij Kutuzov
EssenceMediacom

MASTERCLASSES I 11:00 What general conditions do programmatic campaigns have
to maintain?

Which roles do SEO, content and soon ChatGPT play in this context? Using a targeted
approach, we will go through a checklist with you, which will help you become more
efficient in everyday life and simultaneously you will gain insight into our work with our
customers.

Patrick Dörfler
Echte Liebe
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MASTERCLASSES I 11:30 Measure your audience, or measure your losses!

Wonder where to spend your ad budget? Many advertisers don’t know who they
reach, how many they reach and how often they reach them – and which channels are
most effective at reaching their audience, making it difficult to allocate ad budgets
efficiently. Learn how cross-media measurement can help you make confident
marketing decisions and reach your audience more effectively.

Sedat Polat
AudienceProject

MASTERCLASSES I 12:00 Why Contextual is Key

It allows us to understand events, ideas, and actions within their specific context,
providing deeper understanding and broader perspective. This helps us make better
informed decisions, gain a more comprehensive understanding of history and avoid
generalization and discrimination.Want to learn why context is so important in your
everyday life? Join our Seedtag masterclass.

Grego Martínez
Seedtag

MASTERCLASSES I 13:30 Mastering Performance Marketing in a non-trackable World

Everyone is talking about the increasing tracking restrictions, but hardly anyone is
showing specific cases of how media can still be targeted and made measurable in the
future. But not Daniel Distler and Oliver Mender: the two of them will show specifically
how Telefónica Deutschland deals with the loss of cookies. Everything from specific
effects, over campaign execution to measurement methodologies will be covered. 

Daniel Distler
Telefónica l fraud0

Oliver Mender
Telefónica

MASTERCLASSES I 14:00 Successful, measurable, outside - 3 ways to prove the
impact of Programmatic Digital Out of Home

Programmatic DOOH has a tailwind. This is true even in the media market of 2023,
which is predicted to be difficult. Despite its good positioning in the market, or perhaps
because of it, we are often questioned about measurability and reporting. Net reach,
efficiency and performance can be precisely measured even for DOOH. And with real-
time reporting, ongoing campaigns can be optimized in terms of time, space, and live.
Michael Fritz shows how and which key figures for brand-uplift, consideration,
efficiency, footfall and drive-tostore are possible - with exciting cases that will also
convince your superiors of DOOH.

Michael Fritz
WallDecaux
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MASTERCLASSES I 14:30 Interactive Ads for CTV: An Automotive Industry Case Study

CTV has quickly become an essential part of the media mix. The challenge for
agencies and brands is how to maximise and measure the engagement from this key
channel. In this masterclass, Rakuten Advertising will showcase the latest innovation in
CTV advertising, interactive ads, using the automotive industry as an example of
success

Gregor Fellner
Rakuten Advertising

Ellinor Klier
Havas Media

MASTERCLASSES I 14:45 How companies can protect themselves from ad fraud

The damage caused by ad fraud was already $100 billion in 2022 - an unimaginable
sum and nearly 25% of global digital ad expenses. But does ad fraud affect me in my
online marketing as well? And what can I do to protect myself? Daniel Distler is
exploring this question together with leading advertisers, in order to use specific
examples for explaining the often intangible topic of ad fraud and talk about possible
solutions.

Bianca Nagel
Apollo Optik

Tobias Lange
Popken Fashion Group

Moderation:
Daniel Distler
Telefónica l fraud0

MASTERCLASSES I 15:15 Coffee Break
 

MASTERCLASSES I 15:30 XING Marketing Solutions Masterclass
 

Sandy Ukat
XING Marketing Solutions

Jens Meyer
XING Marketing Solutions

MASTERCLASSES I 15:45 Inspiration meets performance: How brands win along the
whole funnel on Pinterest

Pinterest is just DIY and recipes? It is a fact: people plan their lives on Pinterest - from
inspiration to purchase decisions. This offers companies from ALL industries the
opportunity to address their target audience in a relevant setting at the right time.
Carolin and Martin will show how a full-funnel approach helps efficiently drive
conversions on Pinterest.

Leonie Busse
Pinterest

Martin Holzberg
Pinterest
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MASTERCLASSES I 16:30 Data-driven Videos & Personalized Videos

Discover the most important technical and thematic backgrounds about data-driven
videos and video personalizations and benefit from our expertise.

Jan-Till Manzius
WONDERLANDMOVIES

MASTERCLASSES I 17:00 Zero Party Data: Unlocking the power of direct customer
relationships in a post-cookie world

We want to create a world of digital autonomy. In a post-cookie world, brands must find
new ways to supercharge their user data. We believe zero party data is the key to
unlock the power of direct customer relationships. In our masterclass we will provide
exclusive insights from our latest consumer study on consented customer
relationships.

Jan-Georg Streletzki
Unidy

MASTERCLASSES I 17:30 End MASTERCLASSES l
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d3con Conference
March 21st, 2023
MASTERCLASSES II

MASTERCLASSES II 10:00 Ensuring marketing success in a crisis-ridden world

2022 was a difficult year for (online) retailers with numerous challenges. The right mix
of channels decides who emerges from the crisis as a winner or a loser. What
measures should you focus on and how should your budget be weighed? Thinking
outside the box is usually the most important lever to improve internal marketing
elementarily. Erik Siekmann has invited leading advertisers to talk openly and honestly
about their current challenges and target-oriented solutions.

Sönke Harms
bonprix

Jenny Görlich
 

Steven Petter
Maciag Offroad

Moderation:
Erik Siekmann
Digital Forward

MASTERCLASSES II 11:00 Coffee Break
 

MASTERCLASSES II 11:30 Continuation: Ensuring marketing success in a crisis-ridden
world

2022 was a difficult year for (online) retailers with numerous challenges. The right mix
of channels decides who emerges from the crisis as a winner or a loser. What
measures should you focus on and how should your budget be weighed? Thinking
outside the box is usually the most important lever to improve internal marketing
elementarily. Erik Siekmann has invited leading advertisers to talk openly and honestly
about their current challenges and target-oriented solutions.

Sönke Harms
bonprix

Jenny Görlich
 

Steven Petter
Maciag Offroad

Moderation:
Erik Siekmann
Digital Forward
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MASTERCLASSES II 13:30 „The Perfect Storm“ - challenges and opportunities for the
German display advertising market

To generate new growth impulses, it is important to scrutinize current structures and
developments in the advertising market and to understand consumer needs even
better. How are the different platforms developing? What are tracking options? Which
kinds of ads does the consumer want? Which forms of advertising are successful?
What is “the next big thing” in the display advertising market? In this masterclass,
these and many other questions will be answered by experts of Statista. 

Peter Kautz
Statista Q

MASTERCLASSES II 14:00 No Cookies - Strong Brand! How Purina is encountering the
end of the cookie age

Learn how Nestlé Purina Pet Care has successfully eliminated the use of 3rd party
cookies! In our Masterclass we, together with Teads, present the results of our case
study, in which we investigated the effect of 3rd party cookies with those of contextual
targeting and predictive audiences on brand and media KPIs. Learn how to
successfully target your brand without using cookies.

Andrea Hansen
Nestlé Purina PetCare
Deutschland

Florian Brill
Teads

MASTERCLASSES II 14:30 The future of full funnel and CTV measurement

Full funnel programmatic advertising can be a powerful tool for marketers, delivering
targeted ads at each stage of the customer journey. However, it also presents a
number of challenges. According to data published in January 2021 based on a survey
carried out in Germany, 46 percent of responding senior video marketers stated that
no uniform cross-channel standard of measurement was a major challenge of CTV
advertising. The fragmentation in this landscape can make it challenging for marketers
to create effective campaigns that reach their target audience, but also measure and
prove their impact. In this masterclass, we cover examples how marketers measure
the effectiveness of their CTV campaigns in advanced ways and prove the full funnel
impact across their different programmatic activities. You cannot optimise, what you
cannot measure!

Sara Sihelnik
Quantcast

MASTERCLASSES II 15:30 Live Podcast: Data Driven Culture

"Marc Rendel and Jonas Rashedi will record a live podcast episode for Germany's
biggest data podcast ""MY DATA IS BETTER THAN YOURS"". The topic is data
culture. In today's world, a strong data culture is essential for the success of
companies. It enables a data-driven mindset where decisions are based on facts and
not assumptions. Processes can be optimized through a testing culture with rapid
iterations and internal development. A transparent data strategy and a self-service
approach for business intelligence data improves collaboration and facilitates data-
driven decision making."

Jonas Rashedi
FUNKE Mediengruppe

Marc Rendel
Pixum
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MASTERCLASSES II 16:15 4+7 E-Commerce Fails und Trends 2023

The most important new trends and fails from the cosmos of e-commerce, direct
learnings and possible applications are conveyed in this session. Supplemented and
enriched by a specially conducted survey with more than 1,000 participants.

Marc Stahlmann
Digital Bash l
OnlineMarketing.de

MASTERCLASSES II 16:30 From data-driven market research to customer activation in
media channels

Data-driven and AI-based market research creates an objective view of target and
customer groups and enables the seamless integration of media, creation and
conception. We will demonstrate how machine learning methods can be used to
activate personas directly and mostly unbiased across all channels.

Burkhardt Funk
Leuphana Universität
Lüneburg

Niklas Mrutzek
Erason

MASTERCLASSES II 17:00 End MASTERCLASSES ll
 

MASTERCLASSES II 17:30 In Preparation
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